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This has been a really busy and exciting term.  

The children have shown this week why they are respectful, responsible, resilient and resourceful learners. 

As part of our International Schools status Year 6 are collaborating with Yubara Elementary school in Japan.  
This has inspired Year 6 to create a Japanese Gallery, materials were funded using the Japan Foundation 
Grant. This grant has also enabled Year 6 to enjoy weekly karate lessons and a visit to the Ashmolean 
Museum. 
The Nations outcome in Year 6 was a celebration of tolerance, understanding of others, respect and 
appreciation for democracy and law. 

Harwell Parish Council have planted new trees and a hedge in the village cemetery this week. The school 
gave a donation and Class 5, who are currently studying ?life cycles? were a credit to the school when they 
represented us at the tree planting.

Year 4 greatly enjoyed their visit to Cadburys World and their ?chocolatey? outcome.  Their Willy Wonka 
inspired writing was particularly ?choc-tastic?! 

Year 3 performed fabulously  in The Great Kapok Tree play and and showcased the importance of looking 
after our environment and saving the Rainforest.

Year 2 following their visit to Oxford Castle, have their outcome tomorrow morning incorporating Rapunzel, 
Knights, Castles and lemon cookies (yum) - ask them about their  ?eggciting? challenge of saving Repunzel!

Year 1 really enjoyed explaining their Secret Gardens to their parents and showing their artwork and writing. 
They also had a visit from the local fire station to talk about fire safety.

FC in their Heroes Parade celebrated future heroes and thought of their future careers and dressed 
appropriately.

A hair raising time was had at the Mad March Hair Disco, thank you to all volunteers that made this possible.
The whole school joined wholeheartedly in the coin race - over £100 raised for the School Association - the 
total length of coins was 161.07m - the winning class will be announced in assembly tomorrow?

With all these fantastic things happening, there is also a note of sadness in that we will be saying farewell 
tomorrow to Mrs Cottrell. The Year 1 parents have known for some litt le while that she is moving on to 
pastures new and I know that you will all join with us in wishing her well. Mrs Small will share the teaching in 
Year 1 with Mrs Keymer after Easter.
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